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Context

The evaluation follows a

recommendation from the

European Court of Auditors.



Purpose and scope 
The purpose:

• To assess the extent to which the EU Strategy
delivered against its intended objectives and are
they relevant and coherent today.

The scope:

• Criteria to assess: effectiveness, efficiency, relevance,
coherence and EU added value.

• Time period: 2012 2018*

• Coverage: EU Member States and third countries (i.e.
bilateral agreements and cooperation).



Process

Two years timeline 

• Roadmap

• One year external study

• Commission Staff 
Working Document 



Roadmap aim

• Inform stakeholders;

• Getting feedback;

• Raise awareness on the 

consultation; 



Feedback

• Total: 37 comments

• Comments on: EU animal welfare policies
instead of on the evaluation Roadmap

• Direct relevance: 16 comments i.e. evaluation criteria,
scope, consultation process, sources of information and
other.

• Other topics: revise the legislation, develop new strategy, end
animal exploitation, ban fur farming, climate change and the
link of keeping farm animals, stop eating and slaughter
animals, etc.



Feedback origin 



Consultation
• A consultation strategy will be designed

• Relevant stakeholders include, but are not restricted to: 
• Competent authorities of the EU Member States; 
• Business and professional organisations; 
• EU citizens, consumers and organisations representing them; 
• Organisations from the civil society; 
• Independent experts from academic and research institutes; 
• European bodies, including the European Food Safety Authority; 
• International intergovernmental organisations; 
• Third countries; 
• Other relevant bodies.



Data collection and methodology 

• An external study with a duration of one year.

• Triangulation of qualitative and quantitative evidence

obtained through stakeholders’ consultation, literature

research and audit reports. Stakeholders’ 
consultation

Literature 
research

Audit 
reports



Consultation tools

• A 12-week online public consultation (i.e. questionnaires)

• A set of targeted consultation activities (i.e. targeted
surveys, interviews and focus groups).

• A stakeholder event (i.e. validation and dissemination
event);

• Reporting and consultation via the EU Platform on animal
welfare (tbc).
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